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ABSTRACT - Wireless sensor networking is an evolving technology, which supports for many application for common
and also military applications. Node compromise is the very important and exclusive security problem in sensor
networking. This compromise node which leads to decreased the performance of the whole network. Mainly there are three
stages are involving in node compromise attack. Past few years’ node compromise work is tackled second or in third stage.
In which addressing the node compromise problem is about first stage and analyzed the performance detection method done
by various routing protocols. After that sensor nodes are deployed physically and couple of node is built in ad-hoc patter.
Both the node are will monitor periodically send/receive by beacon signal. Couple node will check the received beacon
signal and its information. If the information is same it believe that the partner node is not compromised and if it is not
same partner is compromised. Likewise building couple of nodes among the neighbor node in local area, physical node can
be easily compromised and attack can be detected at higherrate.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Sensors are embedded into various machines and environment which also providing the effective delivery of sensing
information which provides unbelievable benefits to society. Possible benefits include: few disaster failure, conserving
natural resources, improving the productivity, enhanced emergency response and security [2]. Using sensors in various
structures and machines remain a problem. Maintenance and installation of large bundles of wire is pretty hard also it may
leads to breakage and connection failures could happen. But the wireless sensing networks can eliminate the costs and
maintenance also installation. A good wireless senor is network and scalable which consumes very little energy,
programmed software, fast data gathering, performance and accurate over a long period, easier cost to purchase and install,
requires no real maintenance.
Modern advancement has resulted in able to combine sensors, radio communications and digital electronics into
single Integrated circuit package (IC). These types of networks at low cost sensor are easily communicable with other
sensor with low power routing protocol. A wireless sensor network mainly consisting of a gateway that can communicate
through radio links. Wireless sensor node collects data which is compressed and transmitted through gateway or else
forward thorough other wireless sensor node gateway. Finally transmitted data will presented to the system by gateway.

1.2 Sensor Node Architecture
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A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) contains hundreds or thousands of these sensor nodes. Those sensor nodes are
communicating each other directly to an External base station (BS). A large number sensor which allows for sensing over
vast geographical regions with high accuracy. Every sensor node contains transmission, processing, mobilizing, GPS and
power units. A sensor node works among them and gives high original information about sensor field. Base station is fixed
or mobilized the node will connect the sensor node to the existing communication infrastructure or by internet where it
requires.
II. DETECTION OF COMPROMISED NODE ATTACK
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have following special characteristics.
1. Every Sensor nodes have their energy level, computational speed and power, memory, external capacity, and
communication
capability.
2. Every Sensor nodes are tightly coupled with their environments.
3. every sensor nodes easy to get after the deployment and much easier to attack physically.
2.1 Stages in Node Compromise Attack
The node capture attack is regarded one of most serious security loopholes for WSNs [12]. The low cost requirement
has made hardware measures to prevent tampering literally impossible. A node capture attack consists of three stages:
1. Physically capture and compromise the sensors
2. Redeploy the compromised nodes and/or cloned node
3. Launch insider attacks after redeployed nodes rejoin the network.
2.2 Physically Capturing the Node
Physically node capturing is one of common attack in wireless sensor network. Enemies can get full access about a sensor
directly by knowing physical location. Enemies extracting the cryptographic functions and attain unlimited access of
information on the nodes memory this will leads to severe damage to the system. Using reverse engineering by probing
method but it requires chip level component access of the device. Due to their physical restriction node capturing is done
have to prevent it.
There are three facts which is supports enemies during node capturing to compromising the whole sensor network
communication.





Larger threat in node capture attacks while sensor node sharing their keys to neighbor node for encrypting and
decrypting information. How much level of key sharing leads to same level of threat attacks.
Structure of the wireless sensor network is also one of the impact for capturing the node and attacking. Links
between the source and destination also designing the topology is important tp prevent from attackers.
More number of sensor network which gives high influence over the node capturing and also happened in
node structure.
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2.3 Effects of Node Capture Attack
Adversaries can physically compromise few sensor node and make them to lunch false data attacks that makes not
existing event in the network. Thus the false report leads to drain the energy resources of the wireless network being
delivering through base station over multiple hop. Mainly false alarms wasted the real world response effort. Importantly
minimizing the energy draining and preventing false alarms and report should be identified and discarded.
2.4 Need for First Stage Detection
Song et al planned to deal the attacks at the second step [10]. Using that approach detecting the redeployment and
not capturing. Design is based on assuming the difference between location of original node and redeployment node. Also
argued GPS device is not sufficient for human attacker. It only helps to monitor and if the sensor node is very low loaded,
data transmission is disconnected.
To make the approach work redeployed node has to repeat the booting-up process and it broadcasting message at
various power levels. The attacker definitely let the redeployed node to do that “I am compromised node”.
To make the approach more efficiently every node in sensor network repeat the probe message periodically. If the power
is in multiple range is used, this type of procedure will be very costly in terms of time, energy, cost. In between two
neighbors node one neighbor node includes accessible with low radio transmission power and another includes higher radio
transmission power.
2.5 Couple Based Detection of Compromised Nodes
Over the past few years, more work has to be tackled in the node compromise attack [8]–[9]. Though all of them
addressing the node compromised problem can be detected in either second stage based redeployment detection or third
stage based on node misbehaving detection. Unluckily it easy to visualize the attacker can easily compromise the large
number of nodes in small amount of time and explore the weakness of sensor node only while losing the effects. Early
detection mechanism of the compromising node attack can be defending against it.
This couple based scheme detects the node compromise attack in the first stage. Specifically, after sensor nodes are
deployed in a local area, they first build couples in ad hoc pattern. Then, the nodes within the same couple can monitor each
other.
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Fig 2.5 Steps in detection scheme
2.5.1 Network Model
Consider a typical wireless sensor network which is comprised of a sink and large numbers of sensor node N= {N1,
N2...} uniformly deployed at a certain interested area, as shown in figure. The sink is a trust and powerful data collection
device, which is responsible for collecting the data sensed by sensor nodes. Each sensor node Ni ∈ N has a unique nonzero
identifier and is stationary in a location. The communication in the network is bidirectional that is two nodes within the
wireless transmission range may communicate with each other. Without loss of detail, it assumes each sensor node
periodically collects the sensed data and reports them to the sink via a predefined routing.
2.5.2 Attack Model
In these attack model, it assume that an enemies A can capture a small fraction of sensor nodes in a local area,
reprogram

Fig 2.5.2 Network model
them with malicious code, and redeploy them back into the network using the physical node compromise attack. The
adversary has two physical attack policies: 1) directly physically attack the sensor node at the sensor node’s original
position; 2) firstly shut down some sensor nodes and launch physical attack at other place. Without loss of generality,
assume that there are n sensor nodes in a local area, and the adversary A can only simultaneously compromise k sensor
nodes in the local area, where k <n.
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III. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
In ACO, artificial ants build a solution to a combinatorial optimization problem by traversing a fully connected
construction graph, defined as follows. First, each instantiated decision variable Xi=vji is called a solution component and
denoted by cij . The set of all possible solution components is denoted by C . Then the construction graph GC(V,E) is
defined by associating the components C either with the set of vertices V or with the set of edges E.
A pheromone trail value τij is associated with each component cij . Pheromone values allow the probability
distribution of different components of the solution to be modelled. Pheromone values are used and updated by the ACO
algorithm during the search.
The ants move from vertex to vertex along the edges of the construction graph exploiting information provided by
the pheromone values and in this way incrementally building a solution. Additionally, the ants deposit a certain amount of
pheromone on the components, that is, either on the vertices or on the edges that they traverse. The amount Δτ of
pheromone deposited may depend on the quality of the solution found. Subsequent ants utilize the pheromone information
as a guide towards more promising regions of the search space.
The metaheuristic consists of an initialization step and of three algorithmic components whose activation is
regulated by the SCHEDULE_ACTIVITIES construct. This construct is repeated until a termination criterion is met.
Typical criteria are a maximum number of iterations or a maximum CPU time.
The SCHEDULE_ACTIVITIES construct does not specify how the three algorithmic components are scheduled
and synchronized. In most applications of ACO to NP-hard problems however, the three algorithmic components undergo a
loop that consists in (i) the construction of solutions by all ants, (ii) the (optional) improvement of these solution via the use
of a local search algorithm, and (iii) the update of the pheromones. These three components are now explained in more
details
3.1 Sensor Nodes Initialization and Deployment
The sink first chooses a proper elliptic curve E built in Tiny ECC and a base point G of order r in E. Then, the sink
initializes sensor nodes N = {N0,N1,N2, ・ ・ ・ ,Nm} by invoking the Algorithm . Finally, the sink will deploy these
initialized sensor nodes in a geographical area in various ways such as by air or by land. Given the rich literature in wireless
sensor nodes deployment, we here do not address the deployment in detail. Without loss of detail, it assumes that all sensor
nodes mostly uniformly distributed in an interested area after deployment. Finally, every sensor node Ni will have multiple
immediate neighbors and the neighbors can communicate with each other.
3.2 Couples Building

Fig 3.2 Building couples (H-W nodes) in wireless sensor networks
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In order to equipped for detecting the possible node compromise attack in a particular area, all the sensor node will build
couples in adhoc manner in few minutes after the deployment. For example there are number n of nodes in a local area, any
two neighboring sensor node forms a couple, one is husand node (H- node) and another is wife node (W- node).
IV. CONCLUSION
Security is critical for many sensor networks. Due to the limited possibilities of sensor nodes, provides security
and privacy to a sensor network is a challenging task. In this project, couple-based detection scheme to early detect the
node compromise attack in the first stage is discussed. Early detection of node compromise attack can lead to a more
effective defense against the node compromise attack. By simply building couples among neighboring sensor nodes in a
local area, physical node compromise attack can be detected immediately. Simulation is done using the NS-2 simulator in
Linux platform. I have finished the literature survey. The first module of this detection technique that is Sensor Nodes
Initialization and Deployment has been completed. Work is going on. As our future work, the performance of this detection
scheme will be analyzed under different routing protocols.
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